UCM INTERNATIONAL STAFF WEEK (ISW)
Preliminary Programme for ISW at UCM

Optional individual meetings with partners (please request appointment in advance)

Monday 17 October

09:30 - 11:30  Registration of participants from non-EU countries (Erasmus+ K107)

Tuesday 18 October

09:30 - 10:30  Registration of participants from EU countries (Erasmus+ K131)
10:30 - 11:30  Kick Off + Welcome words
11:30 - 12:00  Coffee Break
12:00 - 13:00  The floor is yours: present your home university in 3 minutes
13:00 - 15:00  Lunch
15:00 - 16:00  Quick introduction to Spanish language and culture

Wednesday 19 October

09:30 - 11:30  International Relations at UCM:
The basics and challenges of mobility programs and global cooperation.
Group Work: Synergies of good practices in internationalisation
11:30 - 12:00  Coffee Break
12:00 - 13:00  Internationalisation and technology in higher education
13:00 - 15:00  Lunch
15:00 - 17:00  Campus Tour

Thursday 20 October

09:30 - 11:30  European University Alliances. Una Europa: European Universities
Present and future of international university alliances
11:30 - 12:00  Coffee Break
12:00 - 13:00  Workshop on Madrid and UCM cultural resources
13:00 - 15:00  Lunch
15:00 - 16:00  Cultural visit (optional)
20:00 - 21:00  Farewell Dinner (optional - at own cost)

Friday 21 October (No specific work schedule for this day. Optional academic and cultural activities for staying participants will be offer. Partners must indicate if they will stay this day on the application form in advance)